
1. 3+3D Bonus Game

In this game, a player selects and invests in two (2) sets of three (3) digits (“3D”) numbers from 000 to 999 to constitute a combination of six (6) digits (“6D”) numbers ranging from “000 
000” to “999 999” (“Combination(s)”) and to also selects a bonus symbol from any one of the twelve (12) Chinese zodiacs (“Bonus Zodiac”) to match the winning Combination(s) and 
the winning Bonus Zodiac (“3+3D Bonus Game”).

2. Interpretation

In these 3+3D Bonus Game’s Terms and Conditions, unless the context otherwise requires:-

“1st Prize” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 5.4.6 herein;

“2nd Prize” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 5.4.6 herein;

“3rd Prize” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 5.4.6 herein;

“3D” has the meaning ascribed therein in Condition 1 herein;

“3+3D Bonus Game” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 1 herein;

“3+3D Fixed Odds Payout” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 4.2 herein;

“6D” has the meaning ascribed therein in Condition 1 herein;

“Act” means, the Racing (Totalisator Board) Act 1961 and any statutory modification or re-enactment thereof for the time being in force;

“Additional Winning” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 4.2.2 herein;

“Back 3D” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.6(a) herein;

“Banker Bet” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.6 herein;

“Bet Slip” means, a slip provided by the Company that may be used by an investor for placing his investment in the 3+3D Bonus Game;

“Bonus Prize Money” means, the bonus prize money for the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions respectively, comprising the Seeding Bonus (including the Maiden Seeding 
Bonus, where applicable) and/or the Weekly Bonus and/or the Special Bonus, including any amount not won and carried forward from the preceding 3+3D 
Bonus Game draw(s), as the case may be;

“Bonus Prize Money Cap” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 14.13.1 herein;

“Bonus Zodiac” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 1 herein;

“Box” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.3 herein;

“Combination(s)” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 1 herein;

“Company” means, Pan Malaysian Pools Sdn Bhd (171698-P);

“Consolation Prizes” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 5.4.1 herein;

“Designated Race” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 5.2 herein;

“Double Banker Bet” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.6(f) herein;

“Interested Person” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 7.3 herein;

“iZ” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.7 herein;

“Front 3D” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.6(a) herein;

“Lucky Pick” or “LP” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Conditions 8.1.2 herein;

“Maiden Seeding Bonus” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 4.7 herein;

“Seeding Bonus” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 4.9 herein;

“Special Bonus” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 4.10 herein;

“Starter Prizes” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 5.4.6 herein;

“Straight” or “STR” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.1 herein;

“Substitute Race” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 6.2 herein;

“System Bet” or “SB” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.5 herein;

“Roll” or “R” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.4 herein;

“Telephone Betting Rules” means, the rules for investments by telephone made by the Totalisator Board under Section 14(e) of the Act and all amendments and supplements thereto;

“Terminal(s)” means, any of the Company’s computer terminals or such other electronic devices which are used for issuing and validating the Ticket(s);

“Terms and Conditions” means, these terms and conditions contained herein;

“ Ticket(s)” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 3.3 herein;

“Totalisator Agency” means, any totalisator agency operated in accordance with the approved scheme under the Act, and includes any premises in which totalisator investments 
may be received pursuant to such scheme;

“Totalisator Board” means, the Board established under Section 3 of the Act;

“Tote Rules” means, the rules made by the Totalisator Board under Section 14(e) of the Act and all amendments and supplements thereto;

“Weekly Bonus” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 4.8 herein; and

“Z12” has the meaning ascribed thereto in Condition 8.1.4(b) herein.

3. Entry to the 3+3D Bonus Game

3.1 Unless varied by the Company in its absolute discretion and subject to the sales limit that may be imposed by the Company on any one or more of the Combination(s), without assigning 
any reason and from time to time, the minimum investment for each Combination(s) with a Bonus Zodiac is RM1.00 or in multiples thereof. Such sum is made up of the investment amount 
and the applicable rate of gaming tax levied under the Gaming Tax Act 1972 and such other governing laws.

3.2 An investor may invest in the 3+3D Bonus Game in the following manner:-

3.2.1 by payment of cash over the counter at such Totalisator Agency designated by the Company, from time to time; or

3.2.2 by telephone against a deposit account previously established by the investor with the Company; or

3.2.3 by any other methods determined by the Company from time to time.

Investments by telephone shall include investments made through any electronic facilities linked to the applicable system as the Company may designate from time to time in its absolute 
discretion without assigning any reason.

3.3 Cash investments in the 3+3D Bonus Game which are accepted by the Company will be confirmed through the issuance of ticket(s) printed by the Terminal(s), evidencing the investment 
made, which shall contain the following particulars (“Ticket(s)”):-

3.3.1 the Combination(s) and Bonus Zodiac selected for that Combination(s) by the investor;

3.3.2 the amount invested in each Combination(s) and its respective Bonus Zodiac;

3.3.3 the total amount invested;

3.3.4 the designated draw number and the date of the draw;

3.3.5 the Totalisator Agency’s code; and

3.3.6 the identification number and the bar code assigned to the Ticket(s).

3.4 Unless rectified immediately in accordance with Condition 3.5, once an investment is made, accepted and confirmed as a valid investment by the Company through the issuance of a 
Ticket(s), it is not refundable for cash or exchangeable for another Ticket(s), or for other Combination(s) and/or Bonus Zodiac.

3.5 The investor is responsible to verify the correctness and accuracy of the particulars of his investment as printed on the Ticket(s) immediately upon receipt from the Totalisator Agency before 
leaving the sales counter of the Totalisator Agency. Any error found on a Ticket(s) must be rectified at the sales counter immediately upon receipt and before leaving the sales counter where 
the Ticket(s) was issued, failing which, the investor is deemed to have accepted the Ticket(s) issued to him.

3.6 Investments through telephone shall be made in accordance with the Telephone Betting Rules, which shall be provided upon the investor’s registration for telephone betting services with the 
Company, and such other terms and conditions as determined by the Company from time to time in its absolute discretion without assigning any reason.

3.7 The Company reserves the right to reject an investment in the 3+3D Bonus Game without assigning any reason whatsoever.

3.8 Each investment in the 3+3D Bonus Game which the Company has accepted and confirmed as a valid investment shall be recorded as such by the Company in the Company’s computerised 
record and evidenced by the corresponding Ticket(s) issued by the Terminal(s). Such computerised record of the Company shall for all purposes be deemed to be true and correct, and shall 
be conclusive and binding evidence of such investment.

4. Prize Divisions

4.1 The 3+3D Bonus Game has six (6) divisions of prizes, namely, the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize, 3rd Prize, ten (10) Starter Prizes, ten (10) Consolation Prizes and Additional Prizes. Only the winning 
Combination(s) for the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions are entitled to win the Bonus Prize Money.

3+3D Fixed Odds Payout

4.2 The prize monies for the winning Combination(s) are made up of the following fixed amounts (“3+3D Fixed Odds Payout”) which varies according to the respective prize division namely, 
the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize, 3rd Prize, any of the ten (10) Starter Prizes, any of the ten (10) Consolation Prizes (collectively, “Top 5 Prize Divisions”) and the Additional Prizes, drawn in the 
3+3D Bonus Game:-

Prize Division How to win? To match - Winnings (RM) No. of Prizes Total winnings (RM)

1st  Prize 6D drawn as “1st Prize” 120,000 1 120,000

2nd Prize 6D drawn as “2nd Prize” 15,000 1 15,000

3rd Prize 6D drawn as “3rd Prize” 10,000 1 10,000

Starter Prizes 6D drawn as “Starters” 2,500 10 25,000

Consolation Prizes 6D drawn as “Consolation” 1,000 10 10,000

Additional Prizes

Front 3D or Back 3D of 1st prize 5

Front 3D or Back 3D of 2nd prize 5

Front 3D or Back 3D of 3rd prize 5

Front 3D or Back 3D of Starters prizes 2

Front 3D or Back 3D of Consolation prizes 2

4.2.1 To win a 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout, excluding the Bonus Prize Money:-

- the Combination(s) invested must be in the exact order of the winning Combination(s) drawn for the respective prize divisions; and

- the Bonus Zodiac selected by the investor need not match the Bonus Zodiac drawn.

4.2.2 There are also other Additional Prizes to be won –

- if only the Front 3D or Back 3D of the invested Combination(s) match any of the winning Combination(s) in the exact order for any of the Top 5 Prize Divisions; and

- provided that this Combination(s) did not win any of the Top 5 Prize Divisions for that particular draw.

4.3 Except for the winning Combination(s) for 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions which are entitled to win the Bonus Prize Money for the respective divisions, every minimum 
investment of RM1.00 per Combination(s) is entitled to only one 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for the respective prize divisions.

4.4 If there are two or more identical Combination(s) drawn for different prize divisions in any particular draw, each winning Combination(s) is entitled to win the 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for 
the respective prize division. The same principle shall apply to the Additional Prizes.

4.5 The Company may vary any or all of the 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout and/or prize divisions for the 3+3D Bonus Game from time to time in its absolute discretion without assigning any reason.

Bonus Prizes

4.6 To win the Bonus Prize Money for the respective 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize division, the Combination(s) invested and the Bonus Zodiac selected by the investor must match the 
winning Combination(s) and the Bonus Zodiac drawn for the respective prize division, in the exact order, in a draw.

4.7 A one-time upfront RM300,000.00 each shall be provided for the Bonus Prize Money for the maiden draw of the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions (“Maiden Seeding Bonus”).

4.8 Subject to Condition 4.13, for draws after the maiden draw, a weekly bonus of minimum RM30,000.00 each (“Weekly Bonus”) shall be added into the Bonus Prize Money for 1st Prize, 
2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions respectively, on every Sunday (subject to change, from time to time, at the Company’s absolute discretion without assigning any reason) save and except 
on the occurrence of Condition 4.9 below.

4.9 Subject to Condition 4.13, once the Bonus Prize Money for any of the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions has been won, for the immediate next draw, the Bonus Prize Money for the 
prize division that has been fully won shall start at a minimum of RM50,000.00 (“Seeding Bonus”). The Bonus Prize Money of a prize division which is partially won is not entitled to this 
Seeding Bonus at the immediate next draw. However, if the immediate next draw is a Sunday draw which has the allocation of Weekly Bonus, that Weekly Bonus will not be applicable for 
that specific Sunday draw and hence, it will not be added to the Seeding Bonus for the Bonus Prize Money for the prize division(s) which had been won.

Illustration:-

If the 1st Prize is won on a Saturday draw, the Bonus Prize Money for the 1st Prize at its immediate next draw (i.e. Sunday draw) shall comprise the Seeding Bonus only. The Weekly Bonus 
which is scheduled to be added on every Sunday draw will not be added to the Bonus Prize Money for the 1st Prize, in light of the Seeding Bonus.

4.10 Apart from the Seeding Bonus and/or Weekly Bonus, the Company may from time to time and at any time at its absolute discretion declare a special bonus at an amount to be decided by 
the Company to be added into the existing Bonus Prize Money for the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and/or 3rd Prize divisions respectively (“Special Bonus”). If a Special Bonus is declared by the 
Company for a draw to be identified by the Company, such Special Bonus, shall form part of the Bonus Prize Money for that draw and it shall be carried forward to the subsequent draws 
until the Bonus Prize Money (with the Special Bonus added) is won. Consequently, Condition 4.9 shall apply.

4.11 The Seeding Bonus, Weekly Bonus and/or Special Bonus for each of the eligible prize divisions are illustrated as follows:

Division How to win? Maiden Seeding Bonus (RM) Seeding Bonus (RM) *Weekly Bonus (RM) Special Bonus

1st Prize Bonus Prize 
Money

Matches 1st Prize of 3+3D Bonus Game and 
the Bonus Zodiac drawn

300,000 50,000 30,000

Any amount as and 
when declared by 

Company 

2nd Prize Bonus 
Prize Money

Matches 2nd Prize of 3+3D Bonus Game and 
the Bonus Zodiac drawn

300,000 50,000 30,000

3rd Prize Bonus Prize 
Money

Matches 3rd Prize of 3+3D Bonus Game and 
the Bonus  Zodiac drawn

300,000 50,000 30,000

*subject to Condition 4.9 above.

4.12 Bonus Prize Money Sharing Rule

If there is more than one winner for the Bonus Prize Money for a particular prize division, the said Bonus Prize Money shall be shared and distributed among the winners in proportion to 
the amount invested by the winners for the winning Combination(s).

Illustration:-

(a) 2 share of Straight bet winners for 1st Prize Bonus Prize Money:

Prize Division Bonus Prize No. of shares Prize Money

1st Prize 1,200,000 2
2 shares of Straight bet winner:
RM1,200,000/2=RM600,000 per share

(b)  1 share of Straight bet winner and 3 shares of iZ bet winners for 2nd Prize Bonus Prize Money:

Prize Division Bonus Prize No. of shares Prize Money

2nd  Prize 390,000 1+3/12= 1.25

(a) Straight bet winner: 1/1.25 x RM390,000=RM312,000

(b) iZ bet winners: 0.25/1.25 x RM390,000 =RM78,000
(Each iZ bet winner will win RM78,000/3 = RM26,000)

(c) No Straight bet winner, only 3 shares of iZ bet winners for 3rd Prize Bonus Prize Money:-

Prize Division Bonus Prize No. of shares Prize Money

3rd  Prize 600,000 3/12= 0.25

iZ winners:
0.25 x RM600,000 =RM150,000 (Each iZ bet winner will win RM150,000/3 = RM50,000)

Note: The unwon balance of RM450,000(RM600,000 - 150,000) of the Bonus Prize Money for the 3rd Prize division shall be 
carried forward to the 3rd Prize Bonus Prize Money for subsequent draw(s) until won.

4.13 Bonus Prize Money Cap

4.13.1 Notwithstanding Conditions 4.8 and 4.10 above, the aggregated Bonus Prize Money for the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions shall not at any time exceed 
RM9,000,000 (“Bonus Prize Money Cap”). 

4.13.2 There shall be no further scheduled Weekly Bonus and Special Bonus (if any) to be provided until the Bonus Prize Money Cap is reduced accordingly, in which event the Weekly 
Bonus shall be provided in accordance with Conditions 4.8.

4.13.3 Should the addition of the scheduled Weekly Bonus and Special Bonus (if any) into those 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions in accordance with Conditions 4.8 and 
4.10 shall cause the Bonus Prize Money Cap to be exceeded, such scheduled addition of bonus prize(s) be apportioned equally before it is added into each of those prize 
divisions provided always the Bonus Prize Money Cap is maintained at all times. Any fractions of prize money arising therefrom shall be accumulated and added into the 
Bonus Prize Money for the 1st Prize division.

Illustration:-

If the aggregated Bonus Prize Money for the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions stands at RM8,920,000, the Weekly Bonus Prize Money shall be distributed as follows: 

RM(9,000,000-8,920,000) = RM80,000 
RM80,000 ÷ 3 = 1st RM26,668 / 2nd RM26,666 / 3rd RM26,666

Prize Division Existing Bonus Prize Money (RM) Weekly Bonus (RM) Available Bonus Prize Money for next draw (RM)

1st Prize 8,000,000 26,668 8,026,668

2nd  Prize 500,000 26,666 526,666

3rd  Prize 420,000 26,666 446,666

Total 8,920,000 80,000 9,000,000

Bonus Prize Money Cap 9,000,000

Balance 80,000

If the aggregated Bonus Prize Money for the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions stands at the Bonus Prize Money Cap, no scheduled Weekly Bonus and Special Bonus (if any) will 
be added to the Bonus Prize Money for each of those prize divisions. 

Prize Division Existing Bonus Prize Money (RM) Weekly Bonus (RM) Available Bonus Prize Money for next draw (RM)

1st Prize 8,026,668 0 8,026,668

2nd  Prize 526,666 0 526,666

3rd  Prize 446,666 0 446,666

Total 9,000,000 0 9,000,000

5. Draws

5.1 Draws shall be held at such places and on such dates, at such times and in such manner as may be determined by the Company from time to time in its absolute discretion without 
assigning any reason.

5.2 The Company will designate a horse race held or to be held locally or elsewhere (“Designated Race”), to determine the winning Combination(s) and Bonus Zodiac for the 3+3D Bonus 
Game of a particular draw.

5.3 For each draw, there will be eight (8) electro-mechanically operated drums:-

5.3.1 The drum marked as “H” will contain thirteen (13) balls or such number of balls equivalent to the number of horses that participated or will be participating in the Designated 
Race. Each ball will be marked with a number ranging from “1” to “13” or such range of number equivalent to the number of horses that participated or will be participating 
in the Designated Race.

5.3.2 The six (6) drums marked as “1”, “2”, “3’, “4”, “5” and “6” respectively, each drum will contain ten (10) balls where each ball will be marked with a number ranging from 
“0” to “9”. The number drawn from each of these drums shall be placed in the same order as they were drawn, and it shall constitute the winning Combination(s) for the 
3+3D Bonus Game.

5.3.3 The drum marked with “B” will contain 12 balls where each ball will be marked with the Chinese characters as well as the corresponding English word for the 12 Chinese 
zodiacs namely, “Rat”, “Ox”, “Tiger”, “Rabbit”, “Dragon”, “Snake”, “Horse”, “Goat”, “Monkey”, “Rooster”, “Dog” and “Boar”. The Bonus Zodiac draw will determine 
the winner(s) for the Bonus Prize Money for the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize division respectively.

5.4 The draw will be conducted in the following manner:

5.4.1 the first ten (10) sets of Combination(s) will be drawn from the drums marked with “1”, “2”, “3’, “4”, “5” and “6” to constitute the “Consolation Prizes”.

5.4.2 thereafter, thirteen (13) sets of Combination(s) or such number of Combination(s) equivalent to the number of horses participating in the Designated Race, whichever is the 
higher, will be drawn and each set of the Combination(s) drawn will be assigned to a horse number drawn simultaneously from the “H” drum. Designation of these thirteen 
(13) Combination(s) drawn to the respective prize divisions shall be made in accordance with Condition 5.4.6 below.

5.4.3 The Bonus Zodiac will be drawn last from the “B” drum for the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize divisions. The first Bonus Zodiac drawn will be assigned to 3rd Prize, next 
Bonus Zodiac drawn shall be assigned to the 2nd Prize and the last Bonus Zodiac drawn shall be assigned to the 1st Prize.

5.4.4 Drawing of numbers from the “H” drum and the subsequent six (6) drums as set out in Condition 5.4.1 above will be undertaken simultaneously.

5.4.5 Each horse shall carry one Combination(s) only and in any eventuality, where there are two or more identical Combination(s) drawn, each Combination(s) will be carried by 
different horses drawn from the “H” drum. In such an event, the identical winning Combination(s) drawn will entitle the investor to win more than one 3+3D Fixed Odds 
Payout under the different prize divisions where such winning Combination(s) is drawn.

5.4.6 The race results of the Designated Race selected will determine the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize, 3rd Prize and the Starter Prizes for the 3+3D Bonus Game:

1st Prize: payable for the Combination(s) drawn and assigned to the horse declared to be the winner for the Designated Race.

2nd Prize: payable for the Combination(s) drawn and assigned to the horse declared to be placed second for the Designated Race.

3rd Prize: payable for the Combination(s) drawn and assigned to the horse declared to be placed third for the Designated Race.

The remaining Combination(s) drawn and assigned to other non-winning horses at the Designated Race shall constitute the “Starter Prizes”.

6. Designated Race

6.1 In the event that one or more horses are scratched or withdrawn after a particular Combination(s) drawn have been assigned to such horse or horses, or such horse or horses do/does not 
finish the Designated Race for any reason whatsoever, such horse or horses shall be deemed to be last in the race.

6.2 In the event that the Designated Race is cancelled or not completed for any reason, the Company may, at its absolute discretion, designate another horse race, whether past or present 
(“Substitute Race”), to determine the prize divisions of the Combination(s) drawn for that particular draw. The winning Combination(s) drawn for the respective prize divisions in the order 
of the Consolation Prizes, Starter Prizes, 3rd Prize, 2nd Prize and 1st Prize shall remain, and the prize divisions assigned to the respective winning Combination(s) drawn shall be determined 
by the horse numbers drawn from the Substitute Race from the “H” drum. 

6.3 In the event that the Company is unable to proceed with any scheduled draw (whether Designated Draw or Substitute Draw), the Ticket(s) issued by the Company for that draw shall remain 
valid for a postponed draw to be conducted on a date to be fixed and notified by the Company at its absolute discretion.

7. Valid Investments

7.1 For a valid investment, the Ticket(s) issued for the investment must satisfy all of the following conditions:-

7.1.1 the details on the selected and invested Combination(s) together with the selected Bonus Zodiac printed thereon must correspond with the Company’s computerised records;

7.1.2 the Ticket(s) must be original and not be defaced, torn, altered, defective, deficient, flawed or tampered with in any manner whatsoever;

7.1.3 the Ticket(s) must have been issued through one of the Company’s Terminal(s) or the Company’s other electronic facilities as determined by the Company at its absolute 
discretion from time to time and at any time.;

7.1.4 the Ticket(s) is not recorded as a cancelled Ticket in the Company’s computerised records;

7.1.5 the Ticket(s) must contain the features set out in Condition 3.3 above (subject to change as the Company deems fit without assigning any reason), which must correspond 
with the Company’s computerised records;

7.1.6 the Company or its Totalisator Agency has not previously paid out any prize moneys in respect of that particular Ticket(s);

7.1.7 the Ticket(s) must satisfy all the Company’s security features in a Ticket(s); and

7.1.8 there must not have been a breach of these Terms and Conditions which in the opinion of the Company justifies the disqualification of that Ticket(s).

7.2 Any Ticket(s) which does not satisfy the requirements in Condition 7.1 shall be deemed to be invalid and void and shall be disqualified for payment of any prize moneys notwithstanding 
that the Combination(s) and/or Bonus Zodiac selected and invested correspond with the winning Combination(s) and/or Bonus Zodiac drawn.

7.3 The Company’s decision as to the validity of a Ticket(s) presented for payment shall be final and conclusive and shall be binding on an investor, claimant or presenter of a Ticket(s) 
(“Interested Person”). While a bet slip may be made available by the Company at its Totalisator Agency, it is not a Ticket(s) and neither can it be construed as such nor can it be a 
sufficient evidence of investment made.

7.4 The validity and accuracy of investments made by telephone shall be determined in accordance with the Telephone Betting Rules (which shall be provided upon the investor’s registration 
for telephone betting services with the Company) and where applicable, any terms and conditions determined by the Company relating to such nature of investments from time to time 
in its absolute discretion.

7.5 Notwithstanding the above, the Company may in its absolute discretion (and without assigning any reason), retain any Ticket(s) for verification purposes, in which event the Company shall 
issue to the Interested Person a receipt acknowledging the Company’s retention of the retained Ticket(s).  The Company shall not be liable or responsible for non-payment of any prize 
moneys if there is any refusal of an Interested Person to comply with these terms and conditions.

8. Bet Types

8.1 There are various bet types for the 3+3D Bonus Game to increase the chances of winning and they are as follows:- 

• Straight

• Box

• Roll 

• System Bet 

• Banker Bet

• “Z12” 

• “iZ”

8.1.1 Straight (“STR”)

Straight bet allows the investor to select his own Combination(s). A Straight bet wins when the selected and invested Combination(s) matches the winning Combination(s) 
drawn in the exact order. The minimum bet is RM1 and additional bets shall be in multiples of RM1 thereof.

Selected Combination(s) + Bonus Zodiac Total Amount Payable

128 238 + Goat 1 x RM1 = RM1

456 123 + Ox 1 x RM5 = RM5

668 810 + Horse 1 x RM12 = RM12

8.1.2 Lucky Pick (“LP”)

For LP bet, the investor can opt to either leave it to the prescribed system to randomly generate the entire Combination(s) and Bonus Zodiac to be invested OR opt for a mixture 
of LP and self pick of the Combination(s) and Bonus Zodiac, in any manner he desires as illustrated below-

Selected Combination(s) + Bonus Zodiac Total Minimum Bet

128 LP + 238 LP + Tiger LP 1 x RM1 = RM1

456 LP +123 LP + Goat sp 1 x RM1 = RM1

668 LP + 810 sp + Dragon LP  1 x RM1 = RM1

712 sp + 128 LP + Snake LP 1 x RM1 = RM1

986 sp + 232 sp + Rat LP 1 x RM1 = RM1

781 sp + 083 LP + Boar sp 1 x RM1 = RM1

916 LP + 632 sp + Ox sp 1 x RM1 = RM1

Legend:“sp” denotes self pick

8.1.3 Box

(a) A Box bet enables an investor to invest in all the available permutations from the selected Combination(s) in any order.

Selected Combination(s) # of Repeated Digits # of Permutations  Available Total Amount Payable

123 456 Nil 720 RM1 X 720 = RM720

112 345 2 360 RM1 X 360 = RM360

112 234 2+2 180 RM1 X 180 = RM180

111 234 3 120 RM1 X 120 = RM120

112 233 2+2+2 90 RM1 X 90 = RM90

111 223 3+2 60 RM1 X 60 = RM60

111 123 4 30 RM1 X 30 = RM30

111 222 3+3 20 RM1 X 20 = RM20

111 122 4+2 15 RM1 X 15 = RM15

111 112 5 6 RM1 X 6 = RM6

(b) Investor can also opt to Box just the Front 3D or Back 3D or the entire selected Combination(s), illustrated as follows:-

BOX Front 3D or Back 3D or entire Combination(s) # of Permutations Available Total Amount Payable

STR + B3 or B3 + STR 3 RM1 X 3 = RM3

STR + B6 or B6 + STR 6 RM1 X 6 = RM6

B3 + B3 9 RM1 X 9 = RM9

B3 + B6 or B6 + B3 18 RM1 X 18 = RM18

B6 + B6 36 RM1 X 36 = RM36

(c) Box bet allows an investor to cover all or more permutations from the selected Combination(s) as illustrated below:-

Selected Combination(s) + Bonus Zodiac How to Box? Possible Permutations

333 330 +Tiger  (B6)     Box the whole Combination(s) 
333 330+Tiger; 033 333+Tiger;333 303+Tiger;
333 033+Tiger;330 333+Tiger; 303 333+Tiger

113 (B3) 330 +Snake Box the Front 3D 113 330+Snake, 131 330+Snake, 311 330+Snake

113 330 (B3) +Rooster Box the Back 3D 113 330+Rooster, 113 303+Rooster, 113 033+Rooster

113 (B3) 330 (B3) +Horse Box both Front 3D & Back 3D
113 330+Horse , 131 033+Horse, 113 303+Horse, 
311 330+Horse, 113 033+Horse , 311 303+Horse,
131 330+Horse , 311 033+Horse, 131 303+Horse

8.1.4 Roll the Combination(s)(“Roll” or “R”)

(a) An investor can “Roll” a specific digit of a selected Combination(s) but for up to a maximum of two (2) digits for each Combination(s), in order to cover more permutations ranging 
from “0” to “9” for each “Rolled” digit, without the Bonus Zodiac being rolled. 

Illustration:- 

By “Rolling” the last digit of the following Combination(s), it will generate ten (10) different sets of permutation of the selected Combination(s), illustrated in the table below. The 
same principle applies if any one of the other digits in the Combination(s) is also being “Rolled”:-

Selected Combination(s) + Bonus Zodiac Available Permutations(s)

123 45R+Dragon
123 450+D, 123 451+D, 123 452+D, 123 453+D, 123 454+D, 
123 455+D, 123 456+D, 123 457+D, 123 458+D, 123 459+D

Legend: “D” denotes the Bonus Zodiac “Dragon”

(b) An investor can also opt to Box the Bonus Zodiac (“Z12”), without affecting the selected Combination(s), in order to cover all zodiac signs for the selected and invested Com-
bination(s).

Illustration:- 

The following are examples of how to Roll and Z12:-

Selected Combination(s) + Bonus Zodiac # of Permutations Available Total Amount Payable

R64 645+ (Z12) 10 x 12 = 120 120 x RM1 = RM120

8.1.5 System Bet (“SB”)

System Bet enables an investor to select a minimum of three (3) sets of 3 digits number (known as System Bet 3) and up to a maximum of three hundred and sixty (360) sets of 
3-digits number (known as System Bet 360). An investor may also select different bet types namely STR, LP, Box, Roll or any combination of these bet types in the System Bet.

Illustration:-

(a)  System Bet 4 (STR only)

1st 3 digit 2nd 3 digit 3rd 3 digit 4th 3 digit Bonus Zodiac # of Permutations Available # of Permutations and Total Amount Payable

128 384 393 848 Horse 12 12 X RM1 = RM12

As illustrated above, an investor selects 4 sets of 3 digit numbers to invest in the 3+3D Bonus game, which will provide twelve (12) different Combination(s). This is known as 
System Bet 4.

All the Permutations for System Bet 4

128 384+H
128 393+H

128 848+H
384 128+H

384 393+H
384 848+H

393 128+H 
393 384+H

393 848+H
848 128+H

848 384+H
848 393+H

The same principles apply for the other permutation as illustrated below -

(b) System Bet 360 (Combination of Box & Roll)

Selected Combination(s) Bonus Zodiac # of Permutations Available Total Amount Payable

RR0 9RR R01 Rooster 129,240 129,240 X RM1= RM129,240

R12 R23 R34

4R5 R56 R67

78R R89 R90

219 B6 218  B6 217  B6

216  B6 215  B6 214  B6

213  B6 188  B3 288  B3

388  B3 488  B3 588  B3

688  B3

(c) The following table shows the total cost of each of the System Bet and the total number of permutations:

System Bet No. of 3D # of Permutations Available Total Amount Payable

SB3 3 6 RM 6

SB4 4 12 RM 12

SB5 5 20 RM 20

SB6 6 30 RM 30

SB7 7 42 RM 42

SB8 8 56 RM 56

SB9 9 72 RM 72

SB10 10 90 RM 90

SB11 11 110 RM 110

SB12 12 132 RM 132

SB13 13 156 RM 156

SB14 14 182 RM 182

SB15 15 210 RM 210

... ... ... ...

SB20 20 380 RM 380

... ... ... ...

SB360 360 129,240 RM 129,240

8.1.6 Banker Bet

“Banker Bet” allows an investor to designate one or more Front 3D (hereinafter defined) and/or Back 3D (hereinafter defined) as his “banker” to be paired in any sets of Com-
bination(s) he wishes to invest in.

(a) Banker Bet is made up of two (2) components, i.e. the front 3 digits (“Front 3D”) and the back 3 digits (“Back 3D”) of a Combination(s).

(b) The Front 3D and Back 3D bet types can be either Straight, Box or Roll. The minimum investment for each Combination(s) is RM1, with, with additional bets in multiples of RM1 
thereof. Banker Bet permutations start from 3 Combination(s) and up to 120,000 Combination(s), depending on the type of Banker Bet selected.

(c) The Front 3D and Back 3D could be self-pick, LP or a combination of self-pick and LP.

(d) The maximum set of 3D numbers can be selected is twenty-five (25) and can be Box or Roll to create 120,000 Combination(s).

(e) The Bonus Zodiac selected can either be a single, multiple, iZ (hereinafter defined) or Box the 12 Bonus Zodiac (Z12).

(f) Banker Bet investment can be designated to, (i) one or more set(s) of Front 3D only, or (ii) one or more set(s) of Back 3D only. An investor could also invest in double Banker Bet 
which comprises of one or more set(s) for Front 3D and Back 3D. However, this is available for Banker Bet type of prime numbers only (“Double Banker Bet”), e.g. Banker Bet 3, 
Banker Bet 5, Banker Bet 7, Banker Bet 11 and so on.

(g) The following is an example on how to calculate the total investment amount and number of pairs of Combination(s) for Banker Bet:

Illustration:- 

Total Combination(s) : No. of Set(s) of Front 3D x No. of Set(s) of Back 3D
Bet Amount : RM (Amount) Per Combination(s) x Total Combination(s)

Banker Bet Type
No. of Set(s) of 

Front 3D
No. of 

Set(s) of Back 3D
Total 

Combination(s)

Total Amount Payable 
Based on Minimum Investment of RM1 Per Combination(s) 

(RM1 x Total Combination(s))

3
1 3

3 RM3
3 1

4

1 4

4 RM42 2

4 1

5
1 5

5 RM5
5 1

6

1 6

6 RM6
6 1

3 2

2 3

7
1 7

7 RM7
7 1

--- --- --- --- ---

120,000

100 1,200

120,000 RM120,000

120 1,000

1,000 120

1,200 100

--- ---

Illustration:- 

Banker Bet Type # of Permutations Available Total Combination(s)
Total Amount Payable

(Investment Per Combination(s) x Total 
Combination(s)) 

(1) Banker Bet 5: 
Front 3D:123 
Back 3D: 456/ 678/ 890/ 
011/ 138
Bonus Zodiac: Rooster
Note: Front 3D of “123” is the 
“banker”

123 456 + Rooster
123 678 + Rooster
123 890 + Rooster
123 011 + Rooster
123 138 + Rooster

5
RM1 x 5 = RM5

(2) Banker Bet 12:
Front 3D: 123/ 789
Back 3D: 456 B6
Bonus Zodiac: iZ

Note: Front 3D of “123” & 
“789” are the “banker” 

123 456 + iZ
123 465 + iZ
123 546 + iZ
123 564 + iZ
123 654 + iZ
123 645 + iZ 

789 456 + iZ
789 465 + iZ
789 546 + iZ
789 564 + iZ
789 654 + iZ
789 645 + iZ

12 RM3 x 12 = RM36

(3) Banker Bet 6:
Front 3D: 722 B3
Back 3D: 388/ 399
Bonus Zodiacs:
Dog/Goat/ Boar

Note: Back 3D of “388” &
“399” are “banker”

722 388 +Dog
272 388 +Dog
227 388 +Dog
722 388 +Goat
272 388 +Goat
227 388 +Goat
722 388 +Boar
272 388 +Boar
227 388 +Boar

722 399 +Dog
272 399 +Dog
227 399 +Dog
722 399 +Goat
272 399 +Goat
227 399 +Goat
722 399 +Boar
272 399 +Boar
227 399 +Boar

18 RM5 x (6 x 3) = RM90

(4) Banker Bet 15:

Front 3D: 16R/ 233 B3/ 789/ 662
Back 3D: 982
Bonus Zodiac: Z12

Note: Back 3D of “982” is the 
“banker”

160 982 +Z12
161 982 +Z12
162 982 +Z12
163 982 +Z12
164 982 +Z12
165 982 +Z12
166 982 +Z12
167 982 +Z12

168 982 +Z12
169 982 +Z12
233 982 +Z12
323 982 +Z12
332 982 +Z12
789 982 +Z12
662 982 +Z12

180 RM1 x (15 x 12) = RM180

(5) Double Banker Bet 3:

Front 3D: 238
Back 3D: 982/ 823/ 268
And
Front 3D: 982/ 823/ 268
Back 3D: 238

Note: Front and Back 3D of 
“238” is the “banker”  

238 982 +iZ
238 823 +iZ
238 268 +iZ
982 238 +iZ
823 238 +iZ
268 238 +iZ

6 RM1 x (3x2) = RM6

8.1.7 iZ

iZ covers all twelve (12) Bonus Zodiac with a minimum investment of RM1. If the selected Combination(s) with iZ matches the winning Combination(s) drawn, the investor shall 
be entitled to the 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout according to the prize divisions won. In addition, the iZ selected shall entitle the investor to win 1/12 of the Bonus Prize Money subject 
to the Bonus Prize Money sharing rule in Condition 4.12 above.

Illustration:- 

Bet Types Selected Combination(s) # of Permutations Available Total Amount Payable

STR 123 456+iZ 1 1 x RM1 = RM1

Box 223 456+iZ  B360 360 360 x RM1 = RM360

Roll 32R R56+iZ 100 100 x RM1 = RM100

SB 123  124  125 126  127  128    iZ 30  30 x RM1 = RM30

9. Winning Examples & Prizes

9.1 WINNING EXAMPLES FOR STR/BOX/ROLL BET TYPES

Assuming the draw result is:

1st Prize 2nd Prize 3rd Prize 10 Starter Prizes 10 Consolation Prizes

123 456 + Rat 654 321 + Goat 654 777 + Tiger 321 777, …. 993 455, ….

Note: Bonus Prize Money  for the 1st Prize, 2nd Prize and 3rd Prize division is RM50,000 respectively

9.1.1 If an investor invests in 321 777 + Ox for a minimum investment of RM1 for each permutation, the investor wins:

1 x Starter Prizes +
1 x Additional Prize (Back 3D of 3rd Prize 654 777) 
Total winnings: (3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for Starter Prizes of RM2,500) + (1 x 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for Additional Prizes of RM5) = RM2,505

9.1.2 If an investor invests in RR3 456 + Monkey for a minimum investment of RM1 for each permutation, the investor wins:

1 x 1st Prize +
99 x Additional Prizes (Back 3D of 1st Prize 123 456) +
1 x Additional Prizes (Front 3D of Consolation Prizes 993 455)
Total winnings: (3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for 1st Prize of RM120,000) + (99 x 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for Additional Prizes of RM5) + (3+3D Fixed Odds Payout 
for Additional Prizes of RM2) = RM120,497

9.2 WINNING EXAMPLES FOR SYSTEM BETS

Assuming the draw result is:

1st Prize 2nd Prize 3rd Prize 10 Starter Prizes 10 Consolation Prizes

393 384 + Snake 128 128 + Goat 128 000 + Tiger 000 393, …. 393 456, ….

If an investor invests in SB4 (128, 384, 393, 848) + Horse for a minimum investment or RM1 for each permutation, the investor wins:

All the combinations for  SB4

128 384+H 384 393+H 393 848+H

128 393+H 384 848+H 848 128+H

128 848+H 393 128+H 848 384+H

384 128+H 393 384+H 848 393+H

1 x 1st Prize +
4 x Additional Prizes (Front 3D and Back 3D of 1st Prize 393 384) +
6 x Additional Prizes (Front 3D and Back 3D of 2nd Prize 128 128) +
3 x Additional Prizes (Front 3D of 3rd Prize 128 000) +
3 x Additional Prizes (Back 3D of Starter Prizes 000 393) +
3 x Additional Prizes (Front 3D of Consolation Prizes 393 456)

Total winnings: (3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for 1st Prize of RM120,000) + (4 x 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for Additional Prizes of RM5) + (6 x 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for 
Additional Prizes of RM5) + (3 x 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for Additional Prizes of RM5) + (3 x 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for Additional Prizes of RM2) + (3 x 3+3D Fixed Odds 
Payout for Additional Prizes of RM2) = RM120,077

9.3 WINNING EXAMPLE FOR iZ BET:

Assuming the draw result is:

1st Prize 2nd Prize 3rd Prize 10 Starter Prizes 10 Consolation Prizes

123 456 + Rat 654 321 + Goat 654 771 + Tiger 321 777, …. 993 456, ….

If an investor invests in SB4 + iZ (654, 771, 777, 888) for a minimum investment of RM1 for each permutation, the investor wins:

All the Permutations for System Bet 4

654 771+iZ 
771 654+iZ

654 777+iZ
777 654+iZ

654 888+iZ
888 654+iZ

771 777+iZ 
777 771+iZ

771 888+iZ
888 771+iZ

777 888+iZ
888 777+iZ

1  x 3rd Prize +
⅟₁₂ x 3rd Prize Bonus Prize Money +
4  x Additional Prizes (Front 3D and Back 3D of 3rd Prize 654 771) +
3  x Additional Prizes (Back 3D of Starter Prizes 321 777) +
3  x Additional Prizes (Front 3D of 2nd Prize 654 321)

Total winnings: (3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for 3rd Prize of RM10,000) + ( ⅟₁₂ x Bonus Prize Money for 3rd Prize of RM50,000)  + (4 x 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for Additional 
Prizes of RM5) + (3 x 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for Additional Prize of RM2) + (3 x 3+3D Fixed Odds Payout for Additional Prizes of RM5) = RM14,207.70

10. Claims for Payment of Prizes

10.1 A prize may be claimed in the following manner:-

10.1.1 for Bonus Prize Money exceeding RM200,000.00, by presenting the winning Ticket(s) at the Company’s Head Office at Level 16, Wisma Genting, Jalan Sultan Ismail, 50250 
Kuala Lumpur;

10.1.2 for any prize money other than the Bonus Prize Money, which amount exceeds RM75,000.00, by presenting the winning Ticket(s) at the Company’s authorized office at any 
of the following addresses:
- No. 21-25, Wisma Low Siew Eng, Jalan 1/92C, Batu 3 ¼, Off Jalan Cheras, 56100 Kuala Lumpur;
- 204, Jalan Sri Pelangi, Taman Pelangi, 80400 Johor Bahru, Johor;
- 572, 572A & 572B, Taman Melaka Raya, 75000 Melaka;
- 19, Persiaran Greentown 5, Greentown Business Centre, 30450 Ipoh, Perak;
- 1st Floor, Wisma Wang, 251A, Jalan Burma, 10350 Penang
or at such other places as the Company shall determine and notify from time to time in its absolute discretion; and

10.1.3 for any prize money other than the Bonus Prize Money of up to RM75,000 or such other amount determined by the Company from time to time in its absolute discretion, by 
presenting the winning Ticket(s) to, a Totalisator Agency.

10.2 A Interested Person is required to submit to the Company a duly completed claim form and such other details as may reasonably be required by the Company together with a copy of the 
Interested Person’s identity card (original identity card must be made available to the Company’s authorised personnel for sighting when making a claim, following which a copy will be 
made and retained by the Company, as the Company deems fit and appropriate) or such other document of identification as  required by the Company. Claim forms can be obtained from 
the Company. A Interested Person is required to write his/her name and NRIC No. at the back of the winning ticket.

10.3 Payment of prize moneys shall only be made upon:-

10.3.1 Presentation of the original Ticket(s) which shall be retained by the Company upon its satisfactory validation and verification in accordance with these Terms and Conditions; 
and

10.3.2 Compliance with the procedures set out in the Company’s standard operating procedures for prize money claims, including the requirements in Condition 10.2 above.

10.4 In satisfying itself whether any prize moneys should be paid in respect of a winning Ticket(s), the Company shall be entitled to rely on and the Interested Person shall be bound by the 
details found in the Company’s computerised records.

10.5 All prize moneys must be claimed within three (3) months from the date of the relevant draw as indicated on the Ticket(s) (as may be extended by the Company at its absolute discretion).  
Any prize moneys not claimed within the said three (3) months period shall cease to be payable and shall be automatically forfeited and retained by the Company.

10.6 The mode of payment of prize moneys (whether in cash, cheque, bank draft or in some other instrument of payment) shall be decided by the Company in its absolute discretion without 
assigning any reason.

10.7 Payment of the relevant prize moneys by the Company or its Totalisator Agency to the Interested Person who presents a valid winning Ticket(s) (whether or not the Interested Person is the 
actual investor) shall constitute a complete discharge of the Company’s liability in respect of the winning Ticket(s).

10.8 Winnings from valid investments made by telephone shall be paid in accordance with the Telephone Betting Rules and where applicable, any terms and conditions determined by the 
Company relating to such investments from time to time in its absolute discretion.

11. General

11.1 These Terms and Conditions are applicable to the 3+3D Bonus Game, which shall be exhibited at all premises where investments in the 3+3D Bonus Game will be accepted by the Company. 
Where so exhibited, all investors investing in the 3+3D Bonus Game shall be deemed to have notice of these Terms and Conditions, which form the agreement between the Company and 
the investor in respect of the investments in the 3+3D Bonus Game.

11.2 The Tote Rules shall, where applicable, continue to apply to the investments in the 3+3D Bonus Game.  In the event there is a conflict or inconsistency between these Terms and Conditions 
and the Tote Rules relating to the 3+3D Bonus Game, these Terms and Conditions shall prevail.

11.3 The Company’s decision with regard to these Terms and Conditions and the 3+3D Bonus Game, including all computation required of the Bonus Prize Money and the mathematic rules for 
rounding, shall be final and conclusive and shall be binding on the Interested Person and any person who rely on these Terms and Conditions.

11.4 The Company shall not be liable or responsible to any person who invests in the 3+3D Bonus Game and who may suffer any loss or damage howsoever arising and of whatsoever nature as 
a result of the failure, breakdown and/or unavailability of the Company’s computer system and/or betting facilities in relation to the 3+3D Bonus Game.

11.5 No person under the age of twenty-one (21) years or any such minimum age as directed by the regulatory authorities shall be allowed to invest in the 3+3D Bonus Game and/or to claim 
any prize moneys under these Terms and Conditions in contravention of such directive(s).

11.6 As general notice, “JUDI ADALAH HARAM DISISI AGAMA ISLAM”.

11.7 These Terms and Conditions are laid down by the Company for investments in the 3+3D Bonus Game under the approved scheme made under the Act and may be amended from time to 
time and at any time by the Company in its absolute discretion without assigning any reason.

11.8 By investing in the 3+3D Bonus Game, the investor is deemed to have accepted these Terms and Conditions, agreed to be bound and shall abide by it, including all applicable laws, 
regulations and/or orders and directives made by the regulatory authorities for the time being in force and all subsequent amendments thereto.

11.9 These Terms and Conditions are issued in two languages. In the event that there is any discrepancy between the two (2) versions resulting from an error in translation, the English language 
version of these Terms and Conditions shall prevail.

Dated: 27 April 2018

By order,

Managing Director
Pan Malaysian Pools Sdn Bhd

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR INVESTMENT IN THE 3+3D BONUS GAME OPERATED UNDER THE RACING (TOTALISATOR BOARD) ACT 1961.


